Create a presence,
activate growth.
www.eastait.com

Real Estate Digital Marketing Agency
As a Real Estate Digital Marketing Agency, we know how to do maximize your digital investment with an advanced target
audience and strategy.

eastait

myeastait

We Have Strategy to
Grow Real Estate
Business in Days

We Help Grow Your Business Digitally.
We’re here to be part of your real estate marketing
team. We’re shifting the marketing paradigm by
putting client success ahead of our own.
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About Us.
Actually, It's About You

As your Real Estate Digital Marketing Agency, we’re here to be
part of your team. We’re shifting the marketing paradigm by
putting client success ahead of our own.
Eastait is a real estate digital marketing agency, We provide custom real
estate digital marketing services for residential and commercial real estate
agents and real estate developers to help them streamline their marketing
campaigns and attract more potential customers. We also provide same level
of services to the industries connected to real estate which includes
construction, Interior design etc.
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Our Clients
Clients of Eastait share our enthusiasm for outcomes, and it shows in their achievements.
Businesses that outperform the market enjoy collaborating with us. To suit the specific
needs of clients in real estate business, we have established specific areas of practice. The
following are some of our global and local clients.
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Our Capabilities
Our consumer-centric, data-driven approach creates a seamless journey for your
customer across all digital, physical and virtual touchpoints. Your brand matters.
We make it matter more.
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Social Media Marketing
Convert Your Social
Channels Into A
Lead-Creation And
Audience-Engaging
Resource.

Most real estate agencies miss
the true value that social
media brings to the table. It
can be both a lead generator
and a great engagement
strategy to increase brand
awareness for their real estate
business. Our real estate social
media marketing activities are
designed with lead generation
and retention in mind, ensuring
that your target audience is
tuned in to your message and
is regularly engaged with real
estate agencies that provide
them with more value and
interest beyond the initial point
of contact.

Capability No. 01

Proven Integrated Real Estate
Social Strategies.
Real Estate Businesses can
benefit greatly from social media,
but there are many channels
competing for your attention. We
don’t simply focus on one or two
social media platforms; we
create a campaign that
combines your real estate
content strategy into every social
network relevant to your real
estate business based on:
01 > Brand Monitoring
02 > Proven Audience's Database
03 > Social Media Management
04 > Build Brand Image
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Social Media Marketing
Grow Your Brand's
Presence On The
Social Networks That
Matter Most

Capability No. 01

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVES

SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIT

Our team establishes real estate

All existing social accounts are audited

objectives by listening to the client and

to evaluate their current level of

determining the campaign's end aim.

performance and presence.

ACCOUNTS MANAGEMENT

MARKET ANALYSIS

CONTENT PLAN

Each account is updated to reflect the

To figure out how to best approach a real

To achieve the marketing objectives, a

most recent brand developments and to

estate social media marketing strategy,

content plan is prepared and material is

align with real estate marketing goals.

competitors and the market are studied.

planned depending on the market study.

ONGOING ANALYSIS

REPUTATION MONITORING

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENTS

Each post and each aspect of the

Our social media team analyzes online

Our team utilizes unique social media

campaign is analyzed to ensure the best

conversations about your brand to

tools to bring all of your brand's

ongoing performance of the strategy.

identify potential issues or negative

conversations and engagements into

experiences.

one place.

EXPAND REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
THROUGH SOCIAL CONTENT AND
ENGAGEMENTS
OUR KEY ELEMENTS TO MAKE YOU
KING ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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Facebook Marketing
Facebook Reaches
Over 2.7 Billion Users.
We Make Your Sure
You Reach Your
Target Audience.

Capability No. 02

WE CREATE FACEBOOK CAMPAIGNS
FOR LEAD GENERATION.

When a customer sees a positive
image of your real estate
business, they are more likely to
interact with it. You can attract
more potential customers by
increasing the number of likes on
your page and creative content.
To assist your brand to establish
a positive image on Facebook,
we build strategies that increase
the engagement which converts
the generate leads to sell more.
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Facebook Marketing

Capability No. 02

High-Performance
Facebook Advertising
REACH THE LARGEST AUDIENCE
IN SOCIAL MEDIA

To help you get the most out of your
advertising budget, we target
audiences with the proper
marketing message and take the
entire management of the
campaign. Allow our staff to work
as an extension of yours while
making use of Facebook’s ad
platform’s potential for your real
estate business.

AUDIENCE RESEARCH

SIMILAR AUDIENCES

CONTENT SCHEDULING

We discover the Facebook audiences

We receive guidance from your current

Unpublished Page Posts allow us to send

who are most likely to be interested in

customer to create audiences that are

messages at the most effective hours of

what you have to offer.

eerily similar yet unique.

the day.

AUDIENCE TRACKING

REMARKETING

ONGOING OPTIMIZATION

We track and visualise your audience's

Not every lead will turn into a sale. We

We'll keep an eye on your entire

involvement to help you learn from and

can assist you in giving unconverted

campaign, conducting research and

understand them.

leads a second chance.

identifying new audiences.
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Instagram Marketing

Capability No. 03

We Create Instagram Marketing
Campaigns for Brand Growth and Sales.
For your audience, we create
visually appealing content
and advertisements.
Instagram offers advertisers a
one-of-a-kind opportunity to
position ads in front of a
rapidly growing audience of
users who are drawn to the
app’s distinct visual style of
content. We target Instagram

users who are most likely to
be interested in your real
estate business with
successful campaigns that
develop an emotional
connection and help them
realize the value of your
business using instagram’s
advertising platform.

BEAUTIFUL CONTENT INCREASES
CONVERSIONS BY 72%
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Instagram Marketing

Capability No. 03

Visually-Appealing
Content For Instagram
REACH THE LARGEST AUDIENCE
IN SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram serves advertisements to
Facebook relevant audiences using
Facebook’s advertising platform,
providing you access to extensive
demographic targeting and
audience-building options to ensure
you’re reaching the appropriate
people. We have a lot of experience
with Instagram targeting, so we can
come up with a thorough strategy for
making the most of your real estate
business.

AUDIENCE RESEARCH

PROFILE OPTIMIZATION

CONTENT CREATION

Our experts will do an extensive review of

We interact with your followers to ensure

An experienced team manages your

your real estate Instagram presence in

that your brand is always in front of a

Instagram account and responds to

order to match your goals with

large audience.

inquiries and comments.

DISTRIBUTION

INFLUENCER OUTREACH

ANALYSIS

We create visually appealing and strong

We connect with key Instagram

Your tailored report will show you where

social material to deliver a forceful

influencers to have them promote your

you should be on Instagram and how far

message to your real estate audience.

brand to their followers.

you've come toward your objective.

opportunities.
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Google Ads

Google Ads Offers
An Interesting
Opportunity To
Reduce Advertising
Cost
GET BETTER
RANKING WITH US

Capability No. 04

For most internet advertisers, Google Ads is
the most effective advertising channel. We
have more than 10 years of experience
creating high-performing pay-per-click
campaigns that focus on increasing
conversions while lowering expenses. We
try to build successful adverts and powerful
landing pages to increase the metrics of
your campaign due to the nature of how
Google Ads operates. As a result, the
Google Ads platform is incentivized to give
you the highest pricing for each of the
terms you’re targeting, resulting in a more
efficient investment.

Display
Advertising
Our campaigns attract and
convert.

Search Engine
Marketing
We think keywords are like a
compass for your
campaigns.
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Google Ads

Capability No. 04

Powerful Ads For
Leads Generation
EACH AD IS BUILT FOR MAXIMUM
ATTRACTION AND CONVERSION

Google’s display network’s unique position
allows you to target and reach your
audience while they browse the web. We
help you build long-term relationships with
people who are interested in the type of
real estate you’re selling. Your ads will
appear on ad networks, depending on
which works best for your business. We
deploy a comprehensive targeting
technique to ensure that your advertising is
only seen to highly relevant audiences who
are most likely to become paying
customers.

DISCOVERY

STRATEGY

CREATIVE

Our experts will do an extensive review of

On the AdSense and DoubleClick

Through A/B testing, each and every

your real estate Instagram presence in

advertising networks, the display

advertising message is studied and

order to match your goals with

network takes a different approach to

tested to achieve ideal conversions.

opportunities.

banner adverts.

LAUNCH

LANDING PAGE

REPORTING

The key to a successful PPC campaign is

The possibility of your audience

By generating the metrics that Google

to make sure you're spending your

becoming a paying customer is

Ads is seeking for from their best

money on the most relevant keywords.

determined by where they land when

advertisers, we hope to achieve

they click your ad.

long-term cost reduction.
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Reputation Management
Negativity can
destroy you. We
build and protect
indestructible
online reputations.

PREMIUM REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

The internet allows users to express
themselves freely online. While free
speech is a good thing, it also allows
anyone to spread hatred online. Our
real estate reputation management
services are designed to help you
develop and maintain a positive
online reputation in search results and
across various social media platforms
while minimizing and eliminating
unfavourable results and coverage.
We do this by building your online
presence across different channels,
including press release distributors,
web forums, and popular social media
websites.

Capability No. 05

We Bury Negetivity
The internet is a 24-hour-a-day,
seven-day-a-week At any time of
day, online reviews and
communications can appear.
Building and sustaining a positive
internet reputation takes regular
attention. Regardless of the time of
day or night, we regularly monitor
the discussion and online reviews
that affect our clients and act
accordingly.
PREMIUM REPUTATION
Build
Powerful Online
Profiles
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
For Visibility
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Reputation Management

Capability No. 05

We Help Build
Positive Reviews
LET OUR TEAM TO OPTIMIZE
YOUR BUSINESS PROFILE

One of the most effective strategies to
eliminate or prevent negativity is to make
sure your real estate company has a
presence online in all of the areas that
matter. To get your name out there, we
work to guarantee that your real estate
company is registered on a variety of
business registrations, social networking
platforms, and review websites. We also
make sure that positive coverage of your
brand is prominent on each of these
websites by posting news and
information.

PRESS RELEASES

FORUMS

COMPETITOR WEBSITES

We'll submit relevant press releases on
your behalf, which will appear
prominently in search results.

We look for hostility in forums and have
our content professionals create
significant positive internet postings
about your brand.

Our experts will identify competitors who
have posted negative content about
your brand and will use all available
channels to suppress the content.

SOCIAL MEDIA

REVIEW SITES

BLOG POSTS

We manage social media accounts for
maximum visibility of positive feedback.

Favorable reviews on a variety of review
websites will aid in the production of
positive outcomes and strengthen your
brand's online protection.

We publish articles on your website and
other major sites to get interesting
positive stories about your brand into
search results.
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+92 333 56 111 55
hello@eastait.com
Office No. 12, 2nd Floor, Ali Tower, MM Alam Road, Lahore, Pakistan
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